Islam in Europe

A photo project by Ahmed Krausen

Social, theological and architectural perspectives
A photo documentation about Islam in Europe which includes the Islamic architecture (contemporary and historical mosques) and portraits of Muslims. The aim of the project is to show the diversity of Islamic expressions and how Islam is interpreted in the physical space by European Muslims.

Ahmed Krausen is freelance photographer based in Copenhagen, Denmark. He has worked successfully for over a decade as a professional photographer whose source of artistic inspiration is the physical manifestations of Islam in Europe. The artistic angle has been inspired by his position as a European Muslim convert. Therefore, starting in 1997, Ahmed began his photographic project “Islam in Europe”.
There are approximately 25 million Muslims living in Europe. The diversity of Islam in Europe is unique, and this is what I make visible with my photography.”
Ahmed Krausen is associated partner of the European project “Islam it’s also our History: 14 centuries of Muslim presence in Europe”.

The project is lead by Tempora (Bruxelles) and financed by the European Union.